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Lancia Aurelia B24S Convertible 1957 LHD I was very pleased to

welcome back my ex Aurelia B24 Convertible into my stock (chassis

1401 - engine 1532 ). As one can see from the photographs, this

1957 LHD Lancia B24 Convertible is in excellent condition inside-out.

I know this B24 Convertible for quite some time and she has been

very well taken care of by the 2 previous owners who happen to be

both very good customers of mine and both maniac-style classic car

collectors. Only recently a specialist Italian classic car workshop

executed a complete overhaul of the mechanics on this sportscar.

Many detailed photographes show clearly the excellent quality of this

work. Both B24 variants, the sexy America Spider (only 240

produced) and the stylish Convertible (only 521 produced) are

delicious open Aurelia's to own and drive. The Convertible, with a

very elegant but discreet appearance, has the advantage to be easier

to use on a regular basis. The driver and passenger seats + cabin

upholstery in dark red leather are exceptionally comfortable. The

convertible hood, in dubble duck, & mechanism are very easy to use

and offer very good weather protection. The ideal classic car to take

for long trips abroad during summer! The famous V6 2,5 liter engine

provides in all the circumstances ample smooth power and torque for

relaxed driving. The transaxle system (engine in the front - gearbox

and differential in the rear) guarantee a perfect road behaviour. Truly

an exceptionnal tourer in the 50-ies! This Lancia comes with Belgian

registration documents, certificate of the Aurelia Registro and the

important ASI historic passport (ASI certificate N° A5480). You should

be interested!
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Year 1957
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